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S P A

M E N U

Welcome to the Royal Champagne Spa!

Situated on an old vineyard, the Royal Champagne
offers you an exceptional spa where you can achieve
your own sensation of well-being.
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The Spa of the Royal Champagne is inspired by the original
purpose of this former post house built on the orders of the
Empress Josephine: to communicate, to link, to connect.
So this magical place in the heart of the countryside gives
you a unique space for self-expression and exchange.
Everything here is designed to help you reconnect
with yourself, creating or recreating connections between
your body and soul, connecting your inner world
to the outside world with authenticity, and more broadly,
leading to better relationships in your circles of life:
family, friends, and your professional world.

How does this work? We take inspiration
from the most famous product of the region,
known throughout the world: Champagne.
We consider the similarities from two angles:
First of all, as for Champagne, the
development of your well-being requires
patience and perseverance in order to
obtain the best.
That's why we invite you to partake in the
entire range of services from the Royal
Champagne Spa, to take the time for
“better living”.
At your service, we advise you according
to your needs and your desires. Each
experience in our spa is an invitation to
become fully aware of your body, to
connect with your ability to experience
pure sensations. Imagine yourself in a
moment of absolute relaxation, inspired
by the magnificent countryside expanding
your inner horizons.

Then, Champagne is the ultimate symbol of
victory and celebration.
At the Royal Champagne Spa, we celebrate
you. We celebrate your victories towards
improving your well-being. You are Kings
and Queens in our House. Our spa experts
will reserve the best for you. We offer
custom-made treatments and define ultrapersonalized courses, which the benefits will
delight you.
Our aim is to allow you to reveal your own
beauty.
Relaxed and refreshed thanks to this haven
of peace and well-being, you are ready to
meet life with a new feeling of rejuvenation.
We thank you for your trust and
congratulate you in advance on your path
to a new well-being.

That every day is a party. Champagne!

The Spa Team
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CUSTOM-MADE FACIALS

Partnership selected by Le Royal Champagne
The Royal Champagne Hotel & Spa has selected Biologique Recherche, an innovative
French brand, as a privileged partner to offer exceptional personalized treatments.

Why Biologique Recherche?
Founded by Yvan and Josette Allouche, respectively a biologist and
a physiotherapist, then guided by the research of Dr. Philippe Allouche,
Biologique Recherche offers an “out-of-the-box” vision of the treatment of the skin,
centered on the know-how of the professionals and the shared knowledge
of physiology of the skin, as the complex organ of protection and communication
with the outside world.
With more than forty years of experience, the Biologique Recherche
methodology is based on a clinical approach and an original conception of
products and treatments. Designed and manufactured exclusively in France,
the treatments and cosmetic products of Biologique Recherche are equipped
with new formulas, highly dosed and composed only of natural or biotech assets
without perfume or coloring.
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METHODOLOGY

The skin is the reflection of oneself, not just in the
course of a day but over a lifetime.
In this perspective, the necessity and the evidence of
custom-made treatment acquires all its legitimacy.
Thus, the experts of the Royal Champagne spa focus
your Instant Skin© and wish you to live a different and
effective experience of treatment, for visible results
from day one.
The unique and personalized treatments based on
the Instant Skin© are effective for both women and
men, whatever the desired aim: to energize, to sculpt,
to firm, to rejuvenate, to purify, to lift, to moisturize,
to smooth, to oxygenate, to illuminate.
Give us your time, we will offer you the best custommade treatment for your skin.

CUSTOM-MADE FACIALS

CUSTOMMADE
FACIALS

THE BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE
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THE DURATION OF FACIAL:
BALADE

PROCESS, DURATION

(TRIP),

(BREAK)

(JOURNEY)

1H

1H30

2H

The facial Biologique Recherche process
The Biologique Recherche facial works through three fundamental phases, during
which you entrust your well-being to the expert and trained hands of the beautician,
who will model your face with singular and original gestures.
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First step: Analysis phase
Analyze your Skin Instant© using the Skin Instant© Lab, for a personalized
dermocosmetic diagnosis.
Second step: Initialization phase
∙ relaxation time with a proprioceptive massage and skin cleansing,
∙ preparation of the skin with the aid of the micro-exfoliating P50 Lotion,
exclusive to Biologique Recherche,
∙ laying of the mask that prepares and stimulates the skin.
Third step: Care phase
This phase includes the products with the highest dosages of assets.
The epidermis thus “reboosted” will be helped to express its power
of self-regeneration.

ÉCHAPPÉE

VOYAGE

The Biologique Recherche treatment initially lasts an
hour, the time of a balade.
You have the possibility to brighten it up with one or two
specific treatments of 30 minutes each, nicknamed
“cépage of treatment”.
Thus, “l’échappée” of an hour and a half is a custommade treatment plus a “cépage”.
The two hours “voyage” includes two assemblages.
The expertise of your beautician will enhance
the custom-made character of each treatments,
according to your Skin Instant©.
Below are several examples of one-hour facials and
potential skincare assemblages.
Our team is at your disposal to help you develop the
custom-made program for your treatments experience.

CUSTOM-MADE FACIALS

THE CUSTOM-MADE FACIALS:
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“CEPAGES DE SOIN” | VARIETY OF TREATMENT

FACIALS 1H

30 MIN

Please find bellow several examples of one-hour facials and potential “cépages de soin” (varieties of treatment).
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Restructuring and Smoothing Treatment
Designed for all Skin Instants© this
treatment replenishes immediately
and restructures the oval shape of your
face. It has a draining action on your
skin, leaving your face, neck and chest
smooth and toned.
Lift Treatment
An exfoliating and lifting treatment
combined with shaping techniques
designed for mature Skin Instants©.
It leaves the skin on your face, neck and
chest smooth, refined and toned.
Exfoliating Mask P50
An exfoliating and regenerating treatment
for keratinized Skin Instants© and skin with
an irregular micro-profile. It gives your skin
a uniform tone, leaving your face, neck
and chest smooth and glowing.

Moisturizing and Radiance Treatment
A hydrating and complexion-enhancing
treatment that works on all Skin Instants©.
It leaves the skin on your face, neck and
chest glowing with a tighter texture.
Biosensitive Treatment
The Biosensitive treatment stabilizes and
soothes particularly sensitive and fragile
Skin Instants©. Neck and chest are given
an extra glow, brighter tone.
Harmony of the Complexion Treatment
A complexion-evening treatment to
prevent and reduce the appearance of
dark spots, designed for all Skin Instants©.
It gives your skin a uniform tone, leaving
your face, neck and chest even and
brighter.

We offer specific treatments with targeted results, wich
enrich the benefits of your “balade”, the initial onehour facial. You have the possibility to choose up to
two “cépages de soin”. The “cépages de soin” are only
available after a facial and can’t be reserved alone.
Remodeling face© Booster
A state-of-the-art bio-electro stimulation that
combines the power of three currents (galvanic
current, medium and high frequencies) for immediate
and long-lasting results.
Electroporation + Cocktail Regenerating Assets
The use of Remodeling Face® with electroporation,
a high-frequency impulse current, makes the
upper layer of the epidermis more permeable and
increases the bioavailability of the serum with its high
concentration of active ingredients.
Co-facteurs
For even more visible results, you can enhance your
treatment by applying a preformed mask which
adapts to the shape of your face to create a specific
and intensive treatment.

CUSTOM-MADE FACIALS

EXAMPLES OF CUSTOM-MADE
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SIGNATURE TREATMENTS
We invite you to discover our exclusive facials,
which will give you both extreme relaxation and supreme efficiency.
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Second Skin Royal Champagne Treatment
1H30
A world first in professional beauty products, this regenerating and
lifting treatment is created using an electrospun mask with 80%
pharmaceutical grade hyaluronic acid and is designed for mature Skin
Instants© damaged by the signs of aging. We recommend three sessions
at one-week intervals, followed by one session every three months.
1H30
Grand Millésime Royal Champagne Treatment
This treatment regenerates and revitalizes the epidermis. The synergy
of revitalizing cell extracts, a highly effective phyto-biological
antioxidant complex and hyaluronic acid make this treatment a
concentrate of radiance and beauty. The replenished skin reveals
the youth of an ultra luminous complexion. This elixir of youth is ideal
in case of great fatigue, to revitalize the skin and during seasonal
changes. (This treatment is not included in “Biologique Recherche”
& “Heart of Vine” sets).
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We invite you to define your personalized treatment, which will allow you to benefit
from 10 hours of body treatments, is valid for 10 months. In order to define your
cure, your practitioner will first perform a body diagnosis.

BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE
BODY TREATMENTS
New Skin P50 Treatment
1H00
An
exfoliating
and
regenerating
treatment. It leaves your skin softer,
more even and hydrated.
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Our skin is our envelope, we must protect it, take care of it.
Dr. Philippe Allouche compares the skin to a house: “if the roof
does not guarantee protection against external aggressions,
then the interior will become vulnerable”.
Biologique Recherche is applying its expertise in caring treatments
to the body.
Our experts work to improve the skin quality of your body, thanks to
a wide range of techniques to meet your wishes and needs:
to exfoliate, to moisturize, to nourish, to drain, to stimulate, to refine,
to shape, to tone.

Heavy Legs Treatments
1H00
A treatment with a draining and
decongesting action. It stimulates the
circulation and helps legs to feel lighter.
Booster Slimness Treatment
1H00
A draining treatment that produces
a slimmer shape and improves the
appearance of cellulite.
Body Lift Treatment

1H30

A firming and toning treatment that
leaves you with a refined skin texture
and sculpted body.

BODY TREATMENTS

BODY
TREATMENTS

PERSONALIZED CURE
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“BULLES DE SOIN” | BUBBLES OF TREATMENT
30 MIN
BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE
HANDS & FEET TREATMENTS

Relaxing Massage*
This succession of fluid and enveloping
movements provides an appeasement
conducive to a deep relaxation of body
and mind.

Harmony of Hands Treatment
1H00
A treatment that reduces and limits the
appearance of dark spots, leaving your
skin glowing and even.

Deep Tissue Massage*
The Deep Tissue pays attention to the
muscular areas and thus offers a deep
relief of tensions.
Candle Massage*
A true hymn to letting go, the candle
massage promotes a better quality of
sleep. Enjoy the unique sensation of
the candle massage on your skin. The
candle, made of specially adapted
wax, provides a soft melting heat. Your
skin becomes like satin with a subtil veil.

Renovator Feet Treatment
1H00
A treatment specially designed for dry,
damaged feet. It restores your skin’s
suppleness, leaving it hydrated and
nourished.

Succumb to the call of our bubbles of treatment,
to optimize the benefits of your initial experience.
The bubbles of treatment are not available
separately.

CRÂNIAL

HANDS

BACK

MASSAGE*

MASSAGE*

MASSAGE*

FOOT

FLASH

NAIL

MASSAGE*

MAKE-UP

POLISH

BODY TREATMENTS
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MASSAGES*
1H OR 1H30
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SETS

OF TREATMENTS

OF TREATMENTS

In fact, “l’assemblage”, a wine term referring to the association of juices from several
grape varieties, inspired us to offer complementary treatments. Be the creator of
your well-being by defining your personalized treatments blend, your assemblage.
Between facials, body treatments, massages and “bulles de soin”, compose your
royal experience according to your desires! Our team is at your disposal to help you
develop the custom-made program for your treatments experience.

The sets are valid for ten months,
partially transferable to any guest who accompanies you.

“Biologique Recherche” set
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PROPOSALS OF “ASSEMBLAGES” FACE & BODY
Please find below possibilities of assemblages de soins,
which combine facials and body treatments:
∙ Assemblage Douceur ∙ Massage* (1H) and Discovery Facial (30 minutes) ∙ 1H30
∙ Assemblage Candeur ∙ Massage* (1H30) and Discovery Facial (30 minutes) ∙ 2H00

We offer you the “Biologique
Recherche” set, which will allow you
to benefit from 10 hours of treatments
to be divided between:
∙ Facials
∙ Cépages de Soin
∙ Biologique Recherche body treatments
∙ “Bulles de Soin”

∙ Assemblage Divin ∙ Massage* (1H) and Custom-made Facial (1H) ∙ 2H00
∙ Assemblage Envolée ∙ New skin P50 Treatment and Massage* (1H) ∙ 2H00
∙ Assemblage Evasion ∙ New skin P50 Treatment, Massage* (1H) and Cranial Massage* ∙ 2H30
∙ Assemblage Féerie ∙ Whirlpool, Massage* (1H) and Custom-made Facial (1H) ∙ 2H30
∙ Assemblage Royal ∙ Massage* (1H30) and Custom-made Facial (1H30) ∙ 3H00

(excluding Signature Treatments,
Imperial Experience, Massages*
and Assemblages)

“Cœur de Vigne” set |
“Heart of Wine” set
The “Cœur de Vigne” set offers you
the benefit of 10 hours of your choice,
to be divided between:
∙ Facials
∙ Cépages de Soin
∙ Biologique Recherche body treatments
∙ “Bulles de Soin”
∙ Massages*
∙ “Assemblages”
(excluding the Signature Treatments
and the Imperial Experience).

ASSEMBLAGES AND SETS OF TREATMENTS

“ASSEMBLAGES”
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COUPLE & DUO
SUGGESTIONS

TREATMENTS FOR TWO
Are you with a loved one, a friend or a family member, with whom you like to enjoy your treatment together?
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Imperiale Experience
Enjoy an extraordinary 3 hour experience in our Imperial Suite.
Relax for an hour in this island of well-being, complete with a whirlpool,
a private terrace and exclusive access to the outdoor pool.
At the end of this time, our experts will provide your custom-made
treatments for two hours of happiness.
Our spa team will be delighted to accompany you in the preparation
of this memorable experience.

Assemblage Féerie
2H30
Exclusively in our “Effervescence” suite, enjoy the experience of a
whirlpool for two before enjoying a massage and a balade, your
custom-made facial treatment.
Soin Grand Millésime Royal Champagne
1H30
This treatment regenerates and revitalizes the epidermis. The synergy of
revitalizing cell extracts, a highly effective phyto-biological antioxidant
complex and hyaluronic acid make this treatment a concentrate of
radiance and beauty. The plumped skin reveals the youth of an ultraluminous complexion. This elixir of youth is ideal in case of great fatigue,
to revitalize the skin and during seasonal changes. (This treatment is
not included in “Biologique Recherche” & “Heart of Vine” sets).
1H00 or 1H30
Massage* à la Bougie
A true hymn to letting go, the candle massage promotes a better
quality of sleep. Enjoy the unique sensation of the massage candle
on your skin. The candle, made of specially adapted wax, provides
a soft melting heat. Your skin become like satin with a subtle veil.

COUPLE AND DUO SUGGESTIONS

We particularly recommend you our Signature
Treatment Grand Millésime Royal Champagne,
the candle massage, and invite you to discover
the Imperial Experience.

You can live the experience of your treatments in our duo room, called
“the Angels’Part” or in our “Effervescence” Suite, according to availability.
All our facials, cépages de soin, body treatments, massages*, bulles de
soins and assemblages can be provided.
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CHILDREN & SPA
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CHILDREN

ROYAL CHAMPAGNE SPA TERMS AND CONDITIONS

& SPA

We thank you in advance for arriving

Warning:

at least 15 minutes before the start of

Any customer using the spa does so

your treatment. Please specify when

under their own responsibility. The

booking

restrictions.

customer must use the spa facilities

Animals and mobile phones are

with care and attention, according

not allowed inside the spa, for

to its intended use, taking care

reasons of hygiene and to ensure

to avoid injury to themselves or

the relaxation of all. In addition

a third party. The Hotel disclaims

to

reservation,

any liability in case of accident or

guests not residing at the hotel

injury to the customer and more

may enjoy, before or after their

generally in case of damage of

treatments, access to the following

any kind suffered by the customer

facilities: steam room, sauna and

and resulting from the use of the

jacuzzi, subject to availability of

spa. The customer remains solely

spaces and facilities on the day.

responsible

Warmth and moisture eliminate the

object that he leaves in the spa,

benefits of the treatment, so we

changing rooms, lockers provided

strongly recommend that you take

for this purpose and in the pockets

advantage of the facilities before

of

treatment in order to prolong the

not responsible for any theft or

action of the active ingredients in

damage of any personal items.

the products on the skin and the

The client can ask at the reception

treatments. Please wear a bathing

of the Hotel to place their personal

*The

suit in the relaxation areas. For body

belongings in a secure place.

reserved for the medical profession,

treatments, disposable underwear is

By accessing the spa, the client

corresponds in our establishment to

provided. The hammam, sauna and

acknowledges having read and

a modelling without a therapeutic

whirlpool are shared by all.

agreed to these terms.

purpose, only for relaxation purpose.

Access to the spa
The Royal Champagne is glad to allow children to discover the world of
the spa, a place of calm and tranquility. Children, when accompanied
by an adult, are welcome in the relaxation area, provided they respect
the calm that reigns there.
From 16 years old: custom-made facials
1H00
From 16 years old, benefit from our expertise in facials during
a “balade”. Biologique Recherche offers specific solutions adapted
to young skin.
45 MIN
From 7 years old: parent-child massage*
Share a special moment with your child during a duo body massage*.
You will be welcomed in our dedicated space called “La Part des
Anges” | Angels’part or in our “Effervescence” suite, according to
availability. Parent and child enjoy a moment of pure relaxation,
each choosing the pressure that suits them. Our experts have
selected allergy-free natural products, specially designed and
recommended for atopic and children's skin. Ideal to promote body
awareness and develop your links of complicity.

their

any

health

treatment

the

for

bathrobe.

any

The

personal

hotel

is

term

massage,

usually
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